



Product Description: Fortress Carbon Fiber Staple Anchors are the first commercially available FRP anchoring system 
designed to effectively supplement the bond of externally applied FRP laminates by transferring textile loads through 
the staple and into concrete and masonry substrates including beams, columns, walls, and slabs. Fortress Carbon Fiber 
Staple Anchors are comprised of high tensile strength carbon fiber encapsulated in a thermal-set resin. The anchor is 6 
inches wide with 2 inch legs, and has a diameter of 9/16 inches. In addition to FRP anchoring, the Staple Anchor is also 
manufactured in a slightly modified form as a crack repair staple for critical application crack repair.  

Target Applications:  
• Anchoring FRP U-wraps for shear strengthening  
• Anchoring FRP laminates for flexural strengthening  
• Where bonded-only FRP systems do not provide enough 

strength increase  
• Where a reduction in FRP system layers is desired especially 

for overhead and vertical applications  
• To reduce peeling onset of bonded-only FRP systems  
• Seismic and blast retrofit anchoring  
• Where minimal working space is available  
• Large crack repair (Slightly flattened for easier installation) 

Key Features  
• Exceeds capacities provided by “spike” anchors  
• Reduces the number of FRP textile layers  
• Notable increase of FRP textile system strength  
• Exceptional performance when compared to other  

anchoring products  
• Enhances serviceability of concrete and masonry  

structures 

Carbon Fiber Staple Anchor

Structural Benefits  
• Higher shear and flexural strengths achieved compared to 

bonded-only FRP systems  
• Lightweight  
• Moisture resistant  
• Extended service life of FRP systems 

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Base Material  
Shelf Life  

Color Carbon  
Filament Diameter, in (μm)  

Textile fiber density, lb/in3 (g/cm3)  
Carbon Filament Tensile Strength, ksi (MPa)  
Carbon Filament Tensile Modulus, ksi (MPa)  

Carbon Filament Rupture Strain  
Nominal Weight per unit, oz (grams)  

24K Carbon Fiber 

Unlimited 

Black 
2.76E-4 (7.0) 

0.064 (1.78) 
711 (4,900) 

36,300 (250,000) 

0.020 
2.0 (55.5)

Minimum Tensile 
Strength1 
ksi (MPa)

Minimum Modulus 
of Elasticity2


ksi (MPa) 

Minimum Transverse 
Shear Strength2 ksi 

(MPa) 
Fiber Content 

Ultimate Strain at 
Rupture in/in (mm/

mm) 

Design Values3 198 (1,365) 18,000 (124,100) 18.0 (124.1) 65 percent 0.011 


Laminate results at room temperature using SKRS Room 77°F curing epoxy resin  
1ASTM D3039 2As required by ACI 440.6R 3Design values are statistically based as recommended by American Concrete Institute, ACI 440.2R 



Tools Required: Rotary hammer, compressed air (oil free source), tape measure, marking pencil 

Preparation. Protect the work area from standing water and inclement weather. Surfaces may be damp. Surfaces must be clean and sound. Spalling or other 
damaged concrete must be removed to solid material. Mark the location where the Fortress Carbon Fiber Staple Anchor will be installed. Drill two, 3/4-inch 
diameter holes at 6-inch on-center spacing. Clean holes by brushing, oil-free compressed air, or other methods to remove dust and loose material. 

For FRP Anchoring Placement. First, install the FRP textile or other system to be anchored onto a prepared substrate. Leave at least 6 inches of excess 
FRP textile beyond the staples located at the ends of the FRP textile and extend neatly in the direction of placement. Please note 6 inches is considered a 
minimum as the design professional may call for “doubling back” for some distance beyond if service conditions demand. Apply Fortress Xtreme 4070 or 
equivalent epoxy into the drilled holes, coat the two legs and bottom surface of the staple with epoxy, and place over the FRP textile and into the drilled holes. 
Coat the outer surface of the end staple with epoxy and wrap the excess textile carefully around it, pulling firmly to the staple edge and back over the first 
layer, ensuring air bubbles are not introduced in between the two layers. Finally, work the textile into place, pushing any air bubbles out from between the 
textile layers as necessary. Fortress Carbon Fiber Staple Anchors placed at intermediate locations along the FRP textile should be bonded with at least a 12- 
inch length of FRP textile placed parallel to the first layer(s) and centered over the staple. 

Where directed by the design professional, one additional pair of holes may be provided 3 inches before the last staple in the textile extension. This staple 
should be placed at and over the middle of the 6-inch excess noted above (three inches from the end staple). A staple placed at this location will provide 
additional anchoring and enhanced stress distribution within the textile terminus. 

For Crack Repair: Use staple to measure spacing of holes. Staple should be aligned perpendicular to the crack. A saw cut the width of the stall may be 
made between holes for flush surface mounting. Fill holes and saw cut with a structural epoxy and insert staple. Staple may be covered following curing of 
epoxy. It is recommended that cracks are filled with a big compression cementitious material or structural epoxy prior to installation. 

Precautions. Protect the work area from standing water and inclement weather. Use oil-free compressed air to remove any dust debris immediately prior to 
application of epoxy resins. Keep Fortress Carbon Fiber Staple Anchors from contamination in a clean and dry area away from direct sunlight. Maintain 
staples in original packaging until installation and protect from physical damage. Remove moisture, dust, dirt, and any other foreign materials just prior to 
installation. Remove grease, wax, oil, or any other liquids of these types with an appropriate solvent and wipe free with a clean rag. 

Applications. For horizontal, vertical, and overhead applications use either the dry or wet lay-up application methods when installing textile laminate systems 
such as Carbon Tow Sheets. See appropriate product data-sheets for application instructions. 

Qualifications. Except for standard Fortress installations by Fortress qualified installers, each structural and life safety application requires the design and 
certification of a licensed, professional engineer. See the Fortec Warranty for more details. 

Cautions. Installation should be performed only by a Fortress trained and approved installer. Caution must be used when handling Fortress Carbon Fiber 
Staple Anchors. Gloves should be worn to protect against carbon dust skin irritation and exposed fiber ends. Use of an appropriate, properly fitted NIOSH 
approved respirator is recommended. As with any cutting and adhesive operation, proper eye protection should be used. Always follow OSHA and site safety 
requirements. 

Keep Out of Reach of Children - Keep Container Tightly Closed – Not for Internal Consumption – For Industrial Use Only 

The information contained herein is included for illustrative purposes only and is, to the best of our knowledge, accurate and reliable. Fortress cannot 
however under any circumstances make any guarantee of results or assume any obligation or liability in connection with the use of this information. As Fortec 
has no control over the use to which others may put its product, the products are to be tested to determine if suitable for a specific application and to verify if 
our information is valid for a particular application. Responsibility remains with the specifier, contractor, installer, user, and owner for the design, application 
and proper installation of each product. Fortec reserves the right to change the properties of its products without notice. Prior to each use of any Fortress 
product, the user must always read, understand, and follow the warnings and instructions on the product’s most current Technical Product Data 
Sheet, product label and Material Safety Data Sheet available at www.FortecStabilization.com. 

LIMITED WARRANTY, DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: Fortec Stabilization Systems DBA  Fortress (“Seller” or 
“Fortress”) warrants its products to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of ONE (1) YEAR from the date of purchase. Under this 
Warranty and limitation of liability, Fortress will provide, at no charge, product and containers to replace any product. Fortress’ obligation hereunder, is limited 
solely to such replacement and is subject to receipt by Fotress of a written notice of any alleged defects, promptly after discovery thereof, within the warranty 
period. Absence of such notice in writing during the warranty period constitutes a waiver of all claims with respect to such product. This Warranty excludes 
discoloration or change in visual appearance of the product due to the accumulation of or streaking of dirt or other airborne materials deposited on the 
surface from the atmosphere. Fortress does not warrant the color-fastness of any product unless specifically stated otherwise. Before application, the Buyer 
shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and Buyer assumes all risks and liabilities whatsoever in connection therewith. THIS 
WARRANTY IS MADE IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED THAT 
BUYER'S SOLE REMEDY, AND THEREFORE SELLER'S LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, WARRANTY, IN NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHERWISE, 
SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY PURCHASER OR REPLACEMENT OF ANY DEFECTIVE GOODS SOLD BY 
SELLER AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL,INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

(800) 207-6204  - www.FortressStructural.com -  184 W 64th Street, Holland, Michigan 49423 USA 
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